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Knowing how
the climate crisis 
affects us 
psychologically
is profoundly 
important





ACTIVATE
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Coping strategies

Behavioural - Things we can do to help us cope with 
distressing feelings

Cognitive - Ways we can use our thinking to help  us cope 

Emotional - Ways we can work with emotions to help cope 

Relational - Ways we can use our relationships with others 
to help us cope



Things we can DO

Take action

Take a break

Have fun

Maintain healthy routines

Focus on only a few issues







Ways we can use our thinking 

Drop the judgments, shoulds, and assumptions

Balance action with reflection

Restore ourselves mentally

Cultivate hope





Cultivate hope



Different types of hope

Passive optimism   Pollyanna hope

Active optimism     heroic hope “We’ll make it happen”

Passive skepticism  stoic hope “We’ll weather the storm”

Active skepticism    grounded hope/active hope



Active Hope

Grounded in reality, accepts that the 
situation is bleak, skeptical about it 
turning out ok, but we still choose to go 
for it anyway, to work towards a better 
planet, because it’s the right thing to 
do, and standing by is unacceptable.  



Active hope requires

• Courage to get real
• Inner strength muscles
• Willingness to bear pain and suffering
• Willingness to act without obvious success
• Capacity to resist ideological hardening, defensiveness, 

blame; to avoid descent into selfishness, greed, violence
• Capacity to hold paradoxes
• Accepting that the future is fundamentally uncertain
• Grappling with what we believe the point of life is.



Ways we can work 
with eco- emotions
● Take notice

○ Get to know your body & mind
○ Putting words on experience

● Validation & function

● Tending to your needs
○ Learn how to be with ups and downs - they’ll pass
○ Approach painful feelings with compassion
○ Recognise that others feel this way too

● Harvesting 
○ positive eco-emotions & inner resources e.g. active hope, grit, 

compassion, empathy, determination, courage



Ways we can 
strengthen our 
relationships

○ Share concerns & values
○ Spend social time with others
○ Mentorship, supervision and peer 

support
○ Belong to a group who shares 

your interests
E.g. environmental, systems, justice, 
healing, research



Reflection in pairs:
Your strengths, skills and 
resources

What do you already bring to engage skillfully 
with climate change?

What psychological and social resources would 
you like to grow?



https://www.psychologyforasafeclimate.org/heart-for-climate-action


